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FORCEWORKS EARNS CERTIFIED FOR MICROSOFT DYNAMICS 365 ACCREDITATION 

RapidStartCRM App for Dynamics 365 Has Met Microsoft’s Highest Standard for Partner-

Developed Software Solutions 

 

TAMPA, FL 03/20/2018 Forceworks announced today that its RapidStartCRM 

App, is now Certified for Microsoft Dynamics 365 which signifies that their solution has 

met Microsoft’s highest standard for partner-developed software. By successfully 

meeting all certification requirements, the RapidStartCRM App can now carry the 

distinct Certified for Microsoft Dynamics 365 logo. 

 

The RapidStartCRM App is designed specifically for new users of Microsoft 

Dynamics 365 for Sales. RapidStart provides a simpler onboarding and customization 

process, with built-in training resources designed to speed adoption, at a low cost, for 

Small and Midsized Businesses. The RapidStartCRM App is available for customers to 

Test-Drive in AppSource. In addition, there are several Consulting Services offers 

available for the RapidStartCRM App for various Vertical businesses. 

 

Forceworks provides the RapidStartCRM App, and other apps, along with 

implementation, training and consultation globally for small, midmarket and corporate 

businesses using Microsoft’s business applications. Forceworks specializes in Dynamics 

365 solutions that help companies across multiple industries achieve success.  

 

 “Zero, is the total number of times I regretted leaving Salesforce.com for 

Microsoft. Since the day we signed up as a Microsoft partner, it has been one success 

after another, with no end in sight. Microsoft’s recognition of our efforts with this 

designation, is just one more example. I don’t know of any other company in the 

technology sector that is as supportive, and partner driven as Microsoft.” said Steve 

Mordue, CEO, Forceworks. 

 

Solutions that are Certified for Microsoft Dynamics 365 have demonstrated 

development quality and compatibility with the Dynamics 365 product on which it runs 
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by passing rigorous testing for Dynamics 365. In addition, Forceworks must have 

numerous customers who are successfully using the certified solution and are willing to 

recommend it. 

 

By requiring both the software solution and the partner to meet their highest 

standards, Microsoft is assuring customers that these certified solutions work with their 

investments in Dynamics 365. Forceworks is pleased to have achieved the Certified for 

Microsoft Dynamics 365 status for our RapidStartCRM App by demonstrating its success 

and our commitment in delivering a leading Dynamics 365 solution. 

 

“Forceworks has demonstrated a commitment to the small, midmarket and 

corporate segments globally, and achieving the Certified for Microsoft Dynamics 365 

designation for their RapidStartCRM App reflects that commitment,” said Gavriella 

Schuster, Corporate Vice President, One Commercial Partner, Microsoft. “We look 

forward to continuing to support Forceworks as they deliver certified solutions to help 

meet the unique business needs of more customers worldwide.” 

 

   

About Forceworks 

Forceworks, a past Microsoft Partner of the Year, started as a Salesforce.com 

practice 15 years ago, and transitioned fully to Microsoft Dynamics 365 in 2011. 

Forceworks has been engaged in hundreds of Cloud CRM deployments, with a specific 

focus on the small, midmarket and corporate segments. Forceworks is led by its CEO, 

Steve Mordue, a Microsoft Dynamics MVP. As one of the leading Dynamics 365 

Consultants, recognized by Microsoft as an expert, Steve has provided training, on behalf 

of Microsoft, to other Microsoft Partners globally on how to launch and build successful 

Dynamics 365 practices. Steve is a member of the Worldwide Dynamics Partner 

Advisory Council and a frequent presenter and panelist at global Microsoft events. 

Forceworks is headquartered in Tampa, Florida, USA with a regional office in London, 

UK. 
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